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Quantum computing with superconducting devices: A three-level SQUID qubit
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A three-level scheme for implementing single-qubit operations in superconducting quantum interference
devices is proposed and analyzed. We show that, compared with the conventional two-level scheme, the
proposed three-level qubit scheme is much faster and has a much lower intrinsic error rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery that quantum algorithms are capable
solving certain types of classically intractable problems
stimulated intensive investigations aimed at the phys
implementation of quantum computation.1 The building
block of a quantum computer is called a quantum bit,
simply a qubit, from which multiqubit quantum gates can
constructed and networked to perform any desired quan
logic operation.2,3 An ideal qubit is a quantum two-level sys
tem whose state can be prepared and controlled by ex
menters. Since a rather large number of qubits is require
build a practically useful quantum computer, it is essen
that the physical qubits are readily scalable to form quan
circuits and networks. Furthermore, a key consideration
any type of physical qubit is that the decoherence mus
weak to allow fault-tolerant quantum computation.4,5 Super-
conducting qubits based on the quantum dynamics of m
netic flux ~phase! and/or electric charge have the potential
fulfill both requirements.6–10 For instance, recent exper
ments with Josephson-effect-based devices@such as the su
perconducting quantum interference device~SQUID! and the
single Cooper pair box# have not only demonstrated th
quantum nature of these superconducting devices, but
that a very weak dissipation can be achieved.11–17

However, compared with other qubit candidates~such as
trapped ions,18 nuclear spins,19 and cavity QED20!, decoher-
ence presents a much more formidable challenge to su
conducting qubits. For a true two-level qubit, decohere
occurs due to the coupling of the qubit to its environme
However, all of the proposed superconducting qubits h
multiple energy levels which result in adverse effects
quantum gate operations. This problem is more severe
flux-based qubits of the conventional two-level configurat
since the noncomputational states are not well separ
from the two computational bases~Fig. 1!. In fact, even in
the case of an isolated SQUID qubit, coupling between
computational basesu0& and u1& and the statesun>2& of the
noncomputational subspace results in significant errors
one-qubit gate operations, as in theNOT ~bit-flip! and Had-
amard gates.21

In this work, we study how the properties of one-qu
gate operations, using theNOT gate as a specific examp
because of its importance to the two-qubitCNOT gate, are
adversely affected by the multilevel structure of SQUID
0163-1829/2002/66~5!/054527~6!/$20.00 66 0545
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and explore ways to utilize the multilevel structure to c
cumvent these adverse effects. We show that the con
tional method of operating SQUID qubits by generating R
oscillations between the levelsu0& and u1& using resonant mi-
crowave pulses has many fundamental shortcomings. P
lems such as intrinsic gate errors~errors that occur even in
the absence of decoherence!, leakage to noncomputationa
states~NCS’s!, and consequently slow gate operations a
very difficult to solve with the conventional scheme of tw
level SQUID qubits ~2LSQ!. We demonstrate that thes
problems can be addressed effectively by making the us
threeL-shaped levels of a multilevel rf SQUID qubit, wher
an auxiliary level ua& is used to significantly increase th
speed and reduce errors of quantum gate operations.
cently, a universal scheme of correcting errors due to
off-resonant coupling in aN-level qubit has been presented.22

In this scheme errors are eliminated by applying a seque
of additional 2(N22) rf pulses with frequenciesv i1 and
v i2 , i 53,...,N, wherev i j [(Ei2Ej )/\, to the qubit. How-
ever, in practice this method could be quite difficult to impl
ment in rf SQUID qubits because of the large number
levels, and hence rf pulses, involved. In comparison,
scheme proposed by us requires only two rf pulses with
quenciesva1 andva2 and therefore is much easier to impl
ment experimentally.

II. SQUID QUBIT

A SQUID consists of a superconducting loop of indu
tanceL interrupted by a Josephson tunnel junction. Applyi
the resistively shunted junction~RSJ! model,23 the junction
is characterized by its critical currentI c , shunt capacitance
C, and shunt resistanceR. The classical deterministic equa
tion of motion of such a SQUID is

CF̈1R21Ḟ52
]U

]F
, ~1!

whereF is the total magnetic flux enclosed in the SQUI
loop. Equation~1! is isomorphic to that of a particle of mas
C moving in a one-dimensional potentialU(F) with damp-
ing coefficientR21. The potential is given by

U~F!5
~F2Fe!

2

2L
2EJ cosS 2p

F

F0
D , ~2!
©2002 The American Physical Society27-1
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whereEJ[I cF0/2p is the maximum magnitude of the Jo
sephson coupling energy,Fe is the external magnetic flux
applied to the SQUID, andF0[h/2e is the flux quantum. In
the presence of an external flux the SQUID generates a
perconducting current circulating the loop to keep the to
number of fluxoids,f, in the SQUID quantized. Forxe
[Fe /F051/2, the potential has symmetric double wel
The left ~right! well corresponds to thef 50 ( f 51) fluxoid
state. Increasing~decreasing! xe slightly from 1/2 tilts the
potential to the right~left!, which provides an easy way t
control the potential and interwell level separations~Fig. 1!.

The Hamiltonian of a SQUID is H0(F)5pF
2 /2C

1U(F), wherepF[2 i\]/]F is the momentum operato
conjugate toF. By introducing the massm5CF0

2 and the
position x5F/F0 of the ‘‘flux’’ particle, the Hamiltonian
can be written as

H0~x!5px
2/2m1U~x!, ~3!

with the potential given by

U~x!5
1

2
mvLC

2 ~x2xe!
22

1

4p2 mvLC
2 bL cos 2px, ~4!

wherepx[2 i\]/]x, vLC51/ALC is the characteristic fre
quency of the SQUID, andbL[2pLI c /F0 . The shape of
the potential is determined uniquely by the dimensionl
parameterbL and the external fluxxe .

The eigenenergiesEn and eigenstatesun& of a SQUID qu-
bit can be obtained by numerically solving the Schro¨dinger
equation with an anharmonic HamiltonianH0(x). It has
been shown that the eigenstates depend only on the pote
shape parameterbL and the characteristic impedanceZ0

[AL/C and that the eigenenergies are scaled to\vLC .24

The potential and the energy levels of a SQUID withZ0
550V ~i.e., L5100 pH and C540 fF!, bL51.20, and
vLC5531011 rad/s are plotted in Fig. 1 for external flu
xe520.501. Note that the SQUID’s energy level structu
can be controlled by adjustingbL andxe . For example, the
total number of levels in the two wells,NL1NR , increases
with bL , while the differenceNL2NR increases withxe .

III. EFFECTS OF MICROWAVE PULSES

The conventional configuration of SQUID qubits utilize
the lowest level in each of the double wells~denoted asu0&
and u1& in Fig. 1! as the computational basis. Unitary tran
formations required to accomplish one-qubit rotations, s
as the Hadamard andNOT gates, are implemented by contro
ling the pulse area of the microwaves with frequency tun
to the level separation. The interaction between the SQU
and the microwave pulse, treated here as a linearly polar
electromagnetic field with its magnetic field component p
pendicular to the plane of SQUID loop, is given by

V~x,t !5mvLC
2 ~x2xe!fm sinvmt1

1

2
mvLC

2 fm
2 sin2 vmt,

~5!
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for 0,t,tm and zero otherwise. Herevm , fm , andtm are
the frequency, amplitude~normalized toF0!, and duration of
the microwave pulse. The Hamiltonian of the syste
H(x,t)5H0(x)1V(x,t), is now time dependent. The tim
evolution of the system can be obtained by numerically
tegrating the corresponding time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation~TDSE!

i\
]

]t
c~x,t !5@H0~x!1V~x,t !#c~x,t !. ~6!

To compute the evolution of the populations on the eig
states of the SQUID qubit, the time-dependent wave funct
is expanded in the eigenstatesun& of H0(x):

FIG. 1. Potential energy and the first six energy levels o
SQUID with L5100 pH, C540 fF, andI c53.95mA ~Z0550V,
bL51.20, and vLC5531011 rad/s!. The static flux bias isxe

520.501. ~a! The conventional scheme of two-level gate ope
tions: the microwave frequency is tuned to level separat
E1-E0 , resulting in direct transitions between the computatio
basesu0& and u1&. ~b! The same SQUID operated as a three-le
L-SQUID qubit, where an auxiliary level, in this example the lev
u4&, is used to facilitate transitions betweenu0& and u1&.
7-2
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c~x,t !5 (
n50

N

Cn~ t !un&, ~7!

whereN is the number of eigenstates ofH0(x) included in
the expansion. The expansion coefficients are obtained
solving the time-dependent matrix equation

i
]

]t
Cn~t!5 (

n850

N

Hnn8
R

~t!Cn8~t!, ~8!

wheret[vLCt is the reduced time and the matrix elemen
Hnn8

R of the reduced Hamiltonian are given by

Hnn8
R

~t!5
1

\vLC
@Endnn81^nuV~x,t!un8&#. ~9!

Generally speaking, the expansion coefficientsCn in Eq.
~7! are complex and can be divided into real and imagin
parts as

Cn~t![Rn~t!1 iSn~t!. ~10!

After substituting Eq.~10! into Eq.~8!, we obtain a canonica
equation for coefficient vectorsR5$Rn% andS5$Sn%, which
can be expressed in matrix form as

d

dt S R
SD5S 0 H

2H 0 D S R
SD , ~11!

where H5$Hnn8
R % is the reduced Hamiltonian matrix. Th

time evolution of the expansion coefficients can be obtai
by solving the canonical equation~11! using the symplectic
scheme.25 The method is efficient and capable of providin
accurate information about the dynamics of the SQUID
bit. The propagator of the second-order explicit symplec
scheme is given by

Uk5Rk1DtHk11/2Sk/2,

Sk115Sk2DtHk11/2Uk,

Rk115Uk1DtHk11/2Sk11/2, ~12!

whereRk5R(tk), Rk115R(tk11), Hk11/25H(tk11/2), and
so on, andDt is the time step.

IV. THREE-LEVEL SQUID QUBITS

Three fundamental issues of any SQUID qubit must
evaluated to asses its practical usefulness. The first is
gate speed. Since coupling between solid-state qubits and
environment, which results in decoherence, is inevitable,
important to have a typical gate operation timetop much
smaller than the decoherence timetd . The number of gate
operations per decoherence time,nop[td /top, provides

a good measure for the merit of physical qubits.21 Consider-
ing that the decoherence time in Josephson-effect-based
bits is on the order of 1–10ms,17 reducing the gate timetop
to the order of 1 ns is essential for error-tolerant quant
computing. The second issue is theintrinsic gate error~IGE!
05452
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rate, which measures how often the outcome of a gate op
tion, through pulsed microwave stimulation, produces a
roneous result. The last issue is theleakage to noncomputa
tional states~LNCS!—namely, the probability of finding the
qubit has leaked out of the computational basesu0& andu1& at
the end of gate operations. Note that LNCS would not oc
in ideal two-level qubits, but is a ubiquitous problem f
qubits having more than two levels. We show that, due to
multilevel structure of the SQUID qubits, the IGE and LNC
cause significant errors even to simple one-bit SQUID qu
tum gate operations. Taking into account these effects res
in a difficult-to-meet requirement on the speed of gate ope
tions of the conventional two-level SQUID qubits. To ci
cumvent the fundamental shortcomings of the 2LSQ, we p
pose a three-level SQUID qubit with aL-shaped level
structure, which we call theL-SQUID qubit or simply
L-Squbit. By comparing the gate operation time, IGE, a
LNCS of the 2LSQ andL-Squbit we show that theL-Squbit
is much faster and much less error prone than its two-le
counterpart.

A. Gate speed

For one-bit gate operations based on microwave pu
driven Rabi oscillations, the shortest gate times aretop
5p/2V and p/V for the Hadamard gate andNOT gate, re-
spectively, whereV is the Rabi frequency. Since the value
V between levelsu0& and u1& is proportional toux01u, where
x01[^0uxu1& is the coupling matrix element between the tw
levels, it appears that one could speed up gate operation
reducing the potential barrierDU, thus increasingux01u.
However, this approach would not work because r
SQUID’s have finite damping resistanceR and thus finite
decoherence time which decreases as the coupling m
element increases. In fact, at low temperaturesT, the dephas-
ing time is proportional toR/T,26,10 while the energy relax-
ation time from an upper levelu j& to a lower level ui& is
proportional toR/uxi j u2.27 Hence, for a 2LSQ one hasnop
}ux01u21, indicating that speeding up the gate operati
through barrier reduction is actually counterproductive. It
straightforward to show that, in order to have a reasona
high value ofnop, it is necessary to have at least two leve
in each potential well of the SQUID.

Another option is to increase the amplitude of the mic
waves becauseV}fm for a weak microwave field. Here
‘‘weak’’ means roughly thatV is much smaller than the leve
separation frequencyv01. However, this approach encoun
ters two difficulties for the 2LSQ. First, the coupling matr
elementuxi j u is small for levels in different wells and muc
larger for levels in the same well~including the delocalized
levels above the barrier!. Therefore, asfm is increased, the
IGE and LNCS grow rapidly. In contrast, aL-Squbit uses the
strong intrawell coupling to speed up gate operations. Fig
1~b! shows the principle ofNOT operations in aL-Squbit.
Here the logic state of the qubit is still represented by theu0&
and u1& states of the SQUID. However, a rotation in the tw
dimensional Hilbert space spanned byu0& and u1& is accom-
plished through a two-step process that involves an auxil
stateua&. The gate time of aL-Squbit,tL , is thus the sum of
7-3
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the times needed for transitionsu0&↔ua& and ua&↔u1&.
Note that two microwave pulses of different frequencies
needed to select the desired transitions. SinceNOT is one of
the most common one-qubit gates and is also the founda
for realizing the two-bitCNOT, we useNOT as a benchmark
for the performances of the 2LSQ andL-Squbit in the fol-
lowing discussions.

We emphasize again that the goal here is to maximizenop
and to reduce IGE and LNCS. For definitiveness, we ch
R51 MV in our calculations oftd . Figure 2 shows the time
evolution of the population of the relevant SQUID leve
with the same device parameters as that depicted in Fig
The results are obtained by numerically solving the TDSE
addition,fm5531024 was used for both cases. Figures 2~a!
and 2~b! show the time evolution of the level population an
the pulse sequence applied for the conventional 2L
scheme and the three-levelL-Squbit using the levelu4& as the
auxiliary state, respectively. We emphasize that the SQUI
used for both schemes are identical. In both cases,

FIG. 2. Time evolution of populations on the relevant eige
states of~a! a 2LSQ and~b! a L-Squbit. The SQUID parameters ar
the same as in Fig. 1. The time is in units ofvLC

21. The microwave
pulses are shown to illustrate the timing and pulse shape.
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SQUID is prepared in theu0& state att,0 and a microwave
pulse tuned to the relevant level separation is appliedt
50 as shown in the figures. The microwaves are turned
once the probability amplitude of the initial state,C0(t),
reaches its first minimum. In the case of theL-Squbit, the
process is followed by the application of a second pulse w
frequencyv145(E42E1)/\. This pulse is turned off when
C1(t) reaches its first maximum. Note that the time evo
tion of probability amplitudesCn50,1,2,...(t) contains all infor-
mation about the qubit, including the gate speed, IGE, a
LNCS. It can be seen from the figures that the propo
L-Squbit is about an order of magnitude faster than its 2L
counterpart.

In Fig. 3 we show the calculatednop vs fm from numeri-
cal simulations of the SQUID qubit. It is clear that for th
same microwave amplitude, the gate time of the 2LSQ~open
circles! is much longer than that of theL-Squbit ~solid
circles!. Note that the analytical result of the weak-field a
proximation ~dashed line! agrees well with the numerica
calculations only at a very low rf field intensity. The use
different states, including the levels localized in a well a
those delocalized levels above the barrier, as the auxil
stateua& for the operation of aL-Squbit was examined. We
found that the shortest gate time was achieved when the
iliary level ua& is the first level above the potential barrier,
this case the levelu4&. This is expected since the gate tim
tL}ux0au211uxa1u21 is a minimum whenux0au5uxa1u, a
condition that is most closely met by havingu4& as the aux-
iliary level. Furthermore, as we will show later, significa
IGE and LNCS occur at much smaller values offm for the
2LSQ than for theL-Squbit. Therefore, under the constrai
of the same error rate, theL-Squbit provides approximately
an order of magnitude improvement in the speed of theNOT
gate.

B. Intrinsic gate error

Implementation of quantum algorithms requires prec
gate operations. A qubit that is fast but results in signific

-

FIG. 3. Speed ofNOT gates—namely, the number of operatio
per decoherence timenop vs microwave intensityfm for a SQUID
qubit with the same parameters as that depicted in Fig. 1. The s
circles and open circles are numerical results for theL-Squbit and
2LSQ, respectively. The dashed line is obtained analytically us
the weak-field approximation.
7-4
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QUANTUM COMPUTING WITH SUPERCONDUCTING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 054527 ~2002!
error, even in the ideal case of infinite decoherence time,
little value. For instance, the matrix representation of a p
fect one-bit flip ~NOT! operation in two-dimensional~2D!
Hilbert space is one of the Pauli matrices

NOT5sx5S 0 1

1 0D . ~13!

One type of error caused by the multilevel structure of
SQUID qubit is the incomplete flip of a qubit, which resul
in bit-flip error ~BFE! as discussed below. The correspondi
matrix representation for an incompleteNOT operation on
SQUID qubits can be written as

NOTSQ5
1

A11«2 S « 1

1 2«
D , ~14!

where«!1 is assumed to be real and positive for simplici
Although NOTSQ remains a unitary operator, it does not com
pletely transformu0& to u1& and vice versa. For example, aft
the application ofNOTSQ to the qubit stateu0&, the probability
of finding the qubit remains in theu0& state is«2/(11«2).
Hence it is crucial to have« as small as possible.

We investigated the bit-flip error ratePBFE[«2/(11«2)
of the conventional 2LSQ and the proposedL-Squbit as a
function of gate speednop by numerically solving the TDSE
as described in previous section. Figure 4 shows the valu
PBFE of the SQUID, with the same device parameters~Z0 ,
bL , andvLC! as before, operated as a 2LSQ and aL-Squbit
with level u4& as the auxiliary state. Note that at the same g
speed, the bit-flip error ratePBFE of the 2LSQ is much
greater than that of itsL-Squbit counterpart. Our result
show that in the entire range ofPBFE, the speed of the
L-Squbit NOT gate is much faster than that of a 2LSQ th
has an identical set of SQUID parameters as theL-Squbit.
Because the gate error described here does not arise
decoherence due to coupling to the environment, but or
nates from the intrinsic energy level structure of the SQU
we refer to it as the intrinsic gate error. Although, in pri

FIG. 4. Bit-flip error ratePBFE vs gate speednop for the same
SQUID qubit depicted in Fig. 1. The solid~open! circles are the
numerical results for theL-Squbit ~2LSQ!.
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ciple, this type of intrinsic gate error could be eliminated
applying a sequence of carefully designed and controlled
crowave pulses, the method is rather complicated.22 The pro-
posedL-Squbit utilizes only two pulses of constant intens
and thus is one of the simplest realizations of the gen
scheme.

C. Leakage to noncomputational states

The last issue we want to address is the qubit s
leakage—namely, a qubit started from a general s
uc(0)&5C0(0)u0&1C1(0)u1& at t50 with uC0(0)u2

1uC1(0)u251 will ‘‘leak’’ to other states upon the comple
tion of a gate operation. The amount of leakage into NCS’
characterized by the probabilityPLK of finding the qubit out-
side the subspace consisting ofu0& and u1& at the end of a
one-bit rotation~e.g., NOT!. Obviously, qubits with smaller
PLK are preferred over those having largerPLK . We studied
the leakage problem by extractingPLK from the time-
dependent evolution of qubits afterNOT operations. The re-
sult for a 2LSQ and its correspondingL-Squbit counterpart
is presented in Fig. 5, wherePLK is plotted as a function of
gate speed~i.e., nop!. Again, the L-Squbit has much less
leakage than the conventional 2LSQ at the same gate sp
Qualitatively, the leakage is caused by coupling of theu0&
and u1& to other states of the SQUID. Because the coupl
strengthsux02u and ux13u are far greater thanux01u and the
detuning is rather small for the undesired intrawell~e.g.,
u0&↔u2&! and interwell~e.g., u1&↔u2& and u2&↔u3&! tran-
sitions, substantial population transfer to NCS’s occurs
relatively low microwave intensity~hence low gate speed!.
As the microwave intensity is increased, cascade excitat
and various multiphoton processes also become more sig
cant, resulting in a rapid acceleration of the LNCS for t
2LSQ. In contrast, for theL-Squbit, the coupling strength
ux04u and ux41u are comparable to the intrawell coupling. I
addition, for undesired transitions, the microwave is far
resonance~large detuning!. Therefore, one expects tha

FIG. 5. Degree of leakage to noncomputational subspacePLK vs
gate speednop for the same SQUID qubit depicted in Fig. 1. Th
solid ~open! circles are the numerical results for theL-Squbit
~2LSQ!.
7-5
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LNCS presents a much smaller problem to theL-Squbit,
which is confirmed by the result of our numerical studi
presented in Fig. 5.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we investigated the effects of the multilev
structure of real SQUID qubits on single-qubit gate ope
tions. The SQUID is treated quantum mechanically, wh
the microwaves are treated classically. The numerical s
tions of the corresponding time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tions were obtained using a nonperturbative method.
found that due to the multilevel structure of the re
SQUID’s, the conventional scheme of the two-level SQU
qubit, in which the state of the qubit is assumed to be c
fined within the computational basis ofu0& and u1&, has fun-
damental problems such as the intrinsic gate error and le
age to the noncomputational states. Although these probl
could be reduced by using very weak microwave pulses,
would significantly decrease the speed of the gates, limi
the practical usefulness of the qubits when the effect of
coherence is taken into account. Interestingly, while
SQUID’s multilevel structure is largely responsible for pr
ducing IGE and LNCS in the conventional 2LSQ’s, it cou
also be utilized to combat these problems. We showed
by adding an auxiliary level, the resulting three-lev
L-Squbit is much faster and more reliable. Therefore,
L-Squbit scheme significantly improves the prospects
implementing quantum computation using SQUID’s.

By setting anad hocupper limit ofPBFE, PLK,1023, the
shortest operation time ofNOT for theL-Squbit is less than 3
s

h

c

S

E

.
d
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ns compared with the 30 ns for its 2LSQ counterpart~see
Figs. 4 and 5!. Since the gate speednop of SQUID qubits is
proportional tovLC for constant values ofZ0 andbL , it is
straightforward to increase gate speed by reducing the
inductance and junction capacitance by the same factor
increasing the critical current to keepbL constant.24 For ex-
ample, SQUID’s with L525 pH, C510 fF, and I c
515.8mA will speed up the gate operation by exactly
factor of 4. SQUID’s with such parameters require 0.25mm2

Nb/AlO/Nb tunnel junctions with a critical current densi
Jc56.32 kA/cm2, which are readily available with presen
day Josephson tunnel junction fabrication technology.28

Finally, compared with the conventional 2LSQ schem
which requires a single microwave pulse for any one-bit
tation, the proposedL-Squbit requires two microwave pulse
of different frequencies to accomplish any one-qubit rotati
However, considering the significant improvement in t
gate speed and large reduction of the intrinsic gate errors
advantages ofL-Squbit seem to far outweigh its drawback
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